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Economic Policy and Market Regulation (winter term 2013/2014) 

1. Introduction and Overview 

1.1 Motivation and key aspects 
Economics and the key allocation problem  Alternative allocation mechanisms  Property rights and the role of government  
The fundamental policy question: Markets vs. hierarchies?  Fields of economic policy: Allocation, redistribution and stabiliza-
tion  The extended Tinbergen rule  Levels of economic policy: Constitutional vs. interventionist approaches  Incentives and 
government interventions: Intention vs. outcome (The Cobra effect)  The big picture: From Feudalism to Neoliberalism  Regu-
lation vs. deregulation: An ongoing debate 

1.2 Methodology and general approach 
Methodological individualism  Human action: Humans as universal entrepreneurs (decision makers and explorers)  “Collective 
action” and average “behavior” of groups: Pitfalls of collectivist analysis and the Arrow paradox  Voluntary exchange and the 
gains from trade: Markets as reference and default system (free-market prejudice)  Pareto efficiency and Kaldor-Hicks criterion 
 Workable economic coordination: Static and dynamic functions  Positive vs. normative analysis  Markets vs. politics/morals  
Transaction costs  Categories of market failures  Potential room for improving social coordination: The two-stage burden of 
proof  Dubai: Is the desert a market failure? 

1.3 Course scheme 
Reading: Fritsch (2011), Ch. 1; Mankiw (2011), Ch. 1–3 

2. Market Mechanisms and Government Interventions 

2.1 Market-based coordination and welfare economics 
Pareto efficiency  Conditions for “perfect” competition  2-2-2 model: Two consumers, two products, two factors  Criteria 1: 
Efficiency of exchange (Edgeworth box and contract curve)  Criteria 2: Efficiency of factor use (production-possibility frontier)  
Criteria 3: Optimal composition of production (consumer sovereignty)  Equilibrium: Market clearing and social welfare  Fun-
damental theorems of welfare economics  Prices as universal information carrier  Static and dynamic efficiency  Primary in-
come distribution  Flexible adjustment to changing conditions  Technological progress  “Perfect” competition and reality: 
Nirvana critique and the theory of second best  Market prices, revealed preferences and the impossibility of calculation under 
Socialism (Mises)  Potential market failures and economic policy 

2.2 Price controls 
Price ceilings and market outcomes (example: rent controls)  Price floors and market outcomes (example: minimum wages)  
Escaping price controls 

2.3 Taxes 
Taxes on sellers  Taxes on buyers  Elasticity and tax incidence: Who really pays the tax?  Excess burden (deadweight loss) of 
taxation  The Laffer curve: Tax rates vs. tax revenues  Administrative burden  Marginal tax rates vs. average tax rates  Lump-
sum taxes  Principles of taxation: Benefits vs. ability-to-pay 

Reading: Fritsch (2011), Ch. 2 and 3; Groll/Kooths (2013); Mankiw (2011), Ch. 4–8, 12, 14 

3.  Externalities and Public Goods 

3.1 Technological externalities 
Technological vs. pecuniary externalities  Positive externalities: Private and social utility  Negative externalities: Private and 
social cost  Policy instruments: Incentive-based vs. command-and-control  Criteria: Static efficiency, dynamic efficiency, Effec-
tiveness  Moral suasion  Nationalization  Public orders  Pigou-taxes/subsidies  Cap-and-trade (example: pollution permits)  
Bargaining: The Coase theorem 

3.2 Public goods and common resources 
Classification of goods: Excludability and rivalry  Private vs. collective goods: Aggregating individual demand  Managing collec-
tive goods: Quantities, prices and willingness to pay  Non-excludability: The free-rider problem  Providing public goods: Cost-
benefit analysis  The Tragedy of the Commons  Common resources and property rights 

Reading: Fritsch (2011), Kap. 4–6; Mankiw (2011), Ch. 10 and 11 
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4.  Competition Policy and Regulation 

4.1 Competitive markets vs. market power 
Monopoly: Price, quantity, and welfare effects  Price discrimination  Temporary monopolies (pioneer profits), dynamic effi-
ciency, and contestable markets  Cartels: Potential profits and fragility 

4.2 Anti-competitive behavior and anti-trust policies 
Anti-competitive strategies (overview)  Cartels and collusion  Abuse of dominant market positions  Mergers and acquisitions 
 Anti-competitive practices (overview)  Anti-trust policy concepts (overview)  Laissez-faire approach  Structure approach  
Regulation approach  Ownership approach  Per se-rue vs. rule of reason  Ex ante vs. ex post approach  Problem of the rele-
vant market 

4.3 Natural monopolies 
Economies of scale  Subadditivity of cost functions  Role of potential competition (contestable markets)  Regulation: price vs. 
rate-of-return  Auctioning 

Reading: Fritsch (2011), Ch. 7 and 8; Mankiw (2011), Ch. 15 

5. Ordoliberalism and the Social Market Economy 
Neoliberalism and Ordoliberalism  The Freiburg School  The central role of freedom and competition  Protection of the com-
petitive order  Constituent principles  Regulatory principles  Policy assignments 

Reading: Grossekettler et al. (208), Ch. 4 and 5 

6. Summary: The Key Lessons Learnt 
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